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INTRODUCTION

The consequences of impact on the solid bodies of the solar system are manifest and legion.

Although the visible effects on planetary surfaces, such as the Moon's, are the most obvious testimony to

the spatial and temporal importance of impacts, less dramatic chemical and petrographic characteristics of

materials affected by shock abound (e.g., papers in French and Short, 1968; Roddy et al., 1977). Both the

morphologic and petrologic aspects of impact cratering are important in deciphering lunar history, and,

ideally, each should complement the other. In practice, however, a gap has persisted in relating large-scale

cratering processes to petrologic and geochemical data obtained from lunar samples. While this is due in

no small part to the fact that no Apollo mission unambiguously sampled deposits of a large crater (e.g.,

Rockow and Haskin, 1996; Ryder et al., 1997), it can also be attributed to the general state of our

knowledge of cratering phenomena, particularly those accompanying large events.

The most common shock-metamorphosed lunar samples are breccias, but a substantial number are

impact-melt rocks (e.g., Strffler et al., 1980). Indeed, numerous workers have called attention to the

importance of impact-melt rocks spanning a wide range of ages in the lunar sample collection (Grieve et

al., 1974; Head, 1974b; Dence et al., 1976; Spudis and Ryder, 1981; McKinley et al., 1984; and many

others). Photogeologic studies also have demonstrated the widespread occurrence of impact-melt

lithologies in and around lunar craters (Howard and Wilshire, 1975; Schultz, 1976; Hawke and Head,

19771o; Spudis, 1978; Wilhelms, 1987, pp.44-53). Thus, it is clear that impact melting has been a

fundamental process operating throughout lunar history, at scales ranging from pits formed on individual

regolith grains ((McKay et al., 1970)) to the largest impact basins (e.g., Head, 1974a; Wilhelms, 1987,

p. 82).

This contribution examines the potential relationship between impact melting on the Moon and the

interior morphologies of large craters and peak-ring basins. It then examines some of the implications of

impact melting at such large scales for lunar-sample provenance and evolution of the lunar crust.



The Terrestrial Case

The effects of impact melting as a function of event magnitude on Earth have been examined by

(Grieve and Pesonen, 1992). The principal results are summarized here as an introduction to a similar

approach used below for the Moon.

Because the propagation of shock waves is dependent primarily on the intrinsic properties of the

target medium (Gault and Heitowit, 1963; Ahrens and O'Keefe, 1972), the volume of melt and/or vapor

generated by an impact is only weakly, if at all, dependent on the gravitational acceleration of the target

planet (O'Keefe and Ahrens, 1977). The principal factors governing the volumes of melt and vapor

produced by the impact (assuming the most easily modeled case of vertical impact) are the size and

properties of the projectile, to which the dimensions of the shocked zones will scale (O'Keefe and Ahrens,

1977), and the impact velocity, which determines the initial shock stress in the impactor and target (e.g.,

Gault and Heitowit, 1963). Gravity's role is more important, however, in determining the dimensions of the

transient cavity (e.g., Chabai, 1965, 1977; Holsapple and Schmidt, 1980, 1982; Schrnidt, 1980; Croft,

1983; Schmidt and Housen, 1987) and of the final crater (e.g., Croft, 1985). Specifically, and as described

in (Grieve and Pesonen, 1992), this "differential scaling" implies that, relative to smaller impacts, large

events will form craters that are smaller relative to the dimensions of the projectile and, therefore, relative

to the zone of melting and/or vaporization (Croft, 1983, 1985; Cintala and Grieve, 1984, 1991; Melosh,

1989; Grieve and Cintala, 1991).

This process has manifestations in the terrestrial cratering record. Specifically, when the volume

of impact melt Vm as estimated from field observations is plotted against reconstructed transient-cavity

diameter D,c , the agreement with previous model predictions (Grieve and Cintala, 1992a) is good (Fig. 1),

particularly in light of the effects of erosion. Given the uncertainties in the estimates of the melt volumes

and dimensions of the transient-cavity, it is explicitly assumed that the terrestrial data are described well by

the model curves.

The expressions used in generating the curves shown in Fig. 1 can also be used to examine

parameters such as the depth and volume of melting relative to those of the transient cavity. As

increasingly larger events are considered, the zone of melting will extend deeper and will eventually
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Figure 1. Calculated Lmpact-melt volume as a function of modeled transient-cav/ty diameter
for the terrestrial case of chondritlc projectiles and a grcaific target (from Grieve and Ckxtala,

1992). Included are points represcating terrestrial craters formed in crystalline rock. Error bars

represent estimated uacetlainti,,.,, in melt volum_ and cavity dimensions. Note the good l

agreement with the modeled cad actual cases. This figure also shows that the relationship

between melt volume and cavity size should be only weakly dependent on impact velocity.

remain topographically high. Peak

shock-stresses recorded in parautochthonous central-structure materials of terrestrial craters display a trend

of increasing recorded stresses until partial melting is reached. In larger craters, the peaks begin to

transform into peak rings, but the maximum recorded shock stress remains constant at the level of partial

melting (Grieve and Cintala, 1992a). As is obvious from the relative scale of the axes in Fig. 1, these

larger craters also contain greater relative volumes of impact melt in their interiors. Ultimately, the very

largest impacts would create a volume of impact melt greater than that of the transient cavity, with the final

intersect those materials that

otherwise would have become the

central structures of complex

craters. In such cases, however,

that portion of the target shocked to

levels at or above partial melting

could not participate in the

formation of the final central peaks,

since its internal strength would

effectively be zero. Instead, only

that part of the central structure

outside the limit of melting would

results most likely being a slightly depressed melt pool of considerable dimensions (Croft, 1983; Grieve and

Cintala, 1991, 1992a, 1997). Such a melt body would require an extended period of time to crystallize,

carrying with it the ramification of potential differentiation processes.

The Lunar Case

The same approach is used here to evaluate the effects of differential scaling under lunar

conditions. Three factors yield differences between the lunar and terrestrial cases. First, most large

terrestrial impact craters typically form largely in crystalline rocks of granitic composition; their lunar



analogues, at least near the surface, are anorthositic. Second, a given impact will form a larger transient

cavity in the weaker lunar gravitational field when compared to its terrestrial counterpart. Finally, typical

impact velocities on the Moon will be lower than those on the Earth, owing to its location near the "tim" of

the Earth's gravitational potential well. These variations will give rise to substantial differences in the

effects of differential scaling on the two planets.

IMPACT MELTING AND LUNAR CRATER MORPHOLOGY

Lunar impact structures exhibit a spectrum of size-dependent morphologies (e.g., Smith and

Sanchez, 1973; Howard, 1974; Head, 1976), as are the modes of occurrence of their impact-melt deposits

(e.g., Howard and Wilshire, 1975; Hawke and Head, 1977a,b). It might then be expected that some

relationship exists between the formation and morphology of various morphological features and the

impact-melting process.

Four lunar impact structures have been selected to represent the range of crater morphologies and

morphometries. Insofar as there can be wide variations in morphology even within restricted size ranges

(e.g., Smith and Sanchez, 1973; Howard, 1974; Cintala et al., 1977), it is difficult to choose a "typical"

member of a given size class of lunar craters. With this caveat, the following structures will be treated as

broadly representative of their morphologic classes.

Simple craters -- The classic "bowl-shape" is typified by the 10-km crater Alfraganus C (Fig. 2). Fresh

"bowl-shaped" craters are commonly trapezoidal in profile, with walls possessing nearly constant slopes

and small, essentially fiat floors. Hummocks and blocks are common on the floors of these craters, but

central peaks do not emerge until diameters above 10 km (Smith and Sanchez, 1973; Howard, 1974; Head,

1976). Wall failure is generally limited to small units typically associated with the floor hummocks and to

scree emplaced after solidification of the thin impact-melt deposits on the crater floor. Typically, impact-

melt deposits visible at simple craters on the Moon occur as thin veneers that cover most of the floor and

appear on sections of the rim (Howard and Wilshire, 1975; Hawke and Head, 1977b), where they can be

recognized by the cracks along their edges. These veneers can also be detected occasionally by the small

concentric craters that indicate formation of a thin regolith on the harder veneer substrate (e.g., Oberbeck



Figure 2. Alfraganus C (10 km in diamet_), in the lunar cenlral higldand_ This cram- is representative

of the class of lunar simple cram_ which are chatacledzed by smooth walls, relatively fiat floont, and

large deplh/diameter ratioi (Portion of Apollo 16 Panoramic Camera Frame 4615).

and Quaide, 1967; Quaide

and Oberbeck, 1968). The

veneers on the rim often

extend partially into the

crater, forming smooth

patches on the upper wall.

Otherwise, the melt formed

with such craters has no

obvious beating on the final

crater's form. There are

examples of simple lunar

craters with exterior melt

flows (Howard and Wilshire,

1975; Hawke and Head,

19771o) and internal pools on their floors (Howard and Wilshire, 1975; Hawke and Head, 1977a), but they

are unusual.

Transitional craters -- When viewed in the context of the spectrum of crater morphologies, the transition

from simple to complex craters is an abrupt one (e.g., Pike, 1974). Inspection of the individual transitional

craters, however, reveals that the changes in morphology are more gradual and less than systematic (e.g.,

Smith and Sanchez, 1973; Howard, 1974; Head, 1976). Morphological vagaries in this size range tend to

cloud the concept of a "typical" transitional crater. Nevertheless, Lalande (Fig. 3) is presented here as

being representative of this group. Due to its wide excursions from circularity, its diameter is given as

being in the 25-km range.

Lalande displays features that are reminiscent of those in the smaller, simple craters, but it also

includes precursors of structures and units that are much better developed in complex craters. Portions of

its wall (to the southeast and north, particularly; Fig. 3) show only minor evidence of slumping. Overall,

however, Lalande possesses scalloped walls (the "swirl texture" of Smith and Sanchez, 1973) that begin to
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exhibitthecomplexityof themoreintricatelyterracedcomplexcraters. Its centralpeaks,on theother

hand,areonlyemergingfromthefloor,andarenotthemajortopographicfeaturescharacteristicof larger

craters. Floor hummocks

are more imposing and

widespread than those in the

simple craters.

Impact-melt veneers

occur in the area of the

crater's rim as they do in the

simple craters, but they are

accompanied by leveed

flows and occasional, but

well-defined, ponds. Gullies

Figure 3. The morphologically transitional crater Lalande (about 25 km in diameter), • few hundred

and channels are obvious kilometers to the east ofthe Apollo 14 landing site (Apollo 16 Panoramic Camera Frame 5396).

along the lower walls, particularly in the scalloped areas. They invariably terminate at melt pools and

ponds, whether on the floor of the crater or perched between scallops. These gullies are very similar to the

features visible in those simple craters that possess distinct melt pools on their floors.

Complex Craters -- Full-fledged rebound and wall-failure are well-established in craters the size of Tycho

(85 km, Fig. 4). Terraced walls are the rule, as are abundant floor hummocks. A crater of Tycho's size or

larger typically possesses a massive central peak or a cluster of peaks (Hale and Head, 1979). The relative

heights (Hale and Head, 1979; Pike, 1980; Hale and Grieve, 1982) and volumes (Hale and Head, 1979;

Hale and Grieve, 1982) of these peaks increase as a function of size until diameters of about 80 kin, after

which both values begin to decrease (Hale and Grieve, 1982). Roughly simultaneous with this change, a

ring of roughening on the floor, composed of hummocks arranged quasiconcentrically with the central

structure, begins to appear (Crott, 1981b; Hale and Grieve, 1982). The relative geometries of these rings

are predicted very closely by extrapolating peak-ring vs. rim-crest diameter relationships downward to

these crater sizes (Hale and Grieve, 1982). Impact-melt deposits occur at all scales, from the complex



Figure 4. Ty_o (g5 km in diameter), in the southern lunar highlands. This is a cl,'zssic complex lunar

craz_r, with the requisite central-peak complex, extensive wall terracing, and omnipresent deposits of

impact melt, both in fl_¢ mt_rior and on the exterior of the _ater (Lunar Orbiter V 125M).

sheet on the crater's floor to

the thin veneer coating much

of the continuous ejccta

deposits. Melt pools can be

found on the terraces, on the

rim, and in hollows in the

continuous ejecta. In short,

virtually every type of

impact-melt deposit can be

found in a nearly pristine

state at Tycho (Schultz,

1976, pp.228-235).

Peak-Ring Basins --

Relatively undegraded peak-

ring basins on the Moon are

rare, with the freshest of its

size being the 320-kin

Schrrdinger (Fig. 5). Interpretation of the interior morphologies of such basins is usually complicated by

impact erosion, subsequent volcanic activity, or both. Nevertheless, relevant observations can be made by

examining a number of examples; the interested reader is referred to (Wilhelms, 1987) for an exhaustive

treatment of the morphology of lunar peak-ring basins.

Peak-ring basins are shallow features for their size. While their depths can be decreased by erosion

or externally derived infilling, the fact that details of many interior features (the peak ring and floor

hummocks in SchrOdinger, for example) are visible indicates that the shallowness is a primary

characteristic. Wall terraces are highly developed, and the ratio of floor diameter to rim-crest diameter is

somewhat greater than in complex craters (Pike, 1980).



Although these

structures have been

subjected to more

modification than fresh

craters such as Tycho, ample

evidence remains for

extensive interior and

exterior deposits of impact

melt. Such is the case for

Schrrdinger between the

peak ring and crater wall and

in exterior units (Fig. 5),

particularly to the basin's

east (Hawke and Head,

I Figure $. The peak.ring basin Schr0dinger (320 km in diameter), near the lunar _uth pole. Note the

fractured floor and the dark-haloed volcanic vent inside the peak _ This view h to the eag..mutheasl;

Antoaiadi (140 km in diameter) is the peak-ring basin with the small central peak to the east of

Sc_ger. The fresh era.ter to the north of Scb.r0dinger (just below the frametet boundary bhecthg the

basin) is the same size as Lalande. (Lunar Orbiter IV9M)

1977b). Impact melt associated with the larger, multiring impact basins occurs in even greater abundance.

Indeed, as has been described in the case of the Orientale Basin by numerous investigators, the volume of

impact melt relative to that of the final crater is so great in structures of this size that its presence is

ubiquitous, exerting major influence on final basin morphology (e.g., Head, 1974a; Moore et al., 1974;

McCauley, 1977; Wilhelms, 1987 pp. 66-77; Spudis, 1993 p. 45 ft').

MODELAPPROACH

Two distinct models are combined in this approach to differential scaling phenomena: one treats

the generation of impact melt and vapor, while the other gives the dimensions of the resulting transient

cavities and craters. The two will be described briefly, since the melting model (Cintala, 1992; Grieve and

Cintala, 1992b) and the crater-scaling relationship (Schmidt and Housen, 1987; Grieve and Cintala, 1992a)

have been addressed elsewhere.



Impact Melting and Vaporization

The model for target heating employs a modified Murnaghan equation of state for both the target

and projectile materials, each of which is based on the material's linear shock velocity-particle velocity (U-

The equation of state is given by

+(:T-:oTo) Ko

u) relationship.

(1),

in which P is the shock stress; K o is the bulk modulus; p and Po are the compressed and zero-pressure

densities, respectively; T and TOare the temperature in the compressed and reference states, respectively;

and at is the material's coefficient of thermal expansion. The dimensionless function _(p) is determined for

each material by fitting the Hugoniot as calculated with eq. (1) to the experimentally determined Hugoniot

of the material (see Duvall, 1958). The constant ,t. is derivable from the assumed linear U-u relationship of

the material

Table I. Constants used in thermodynamic descriptionsof targetand projectile

materials. Tahawus anorthosite t'McQueen et al., 1967) is used in these

lcalculations,andthe"chondrite"isapproximatedbya densebasalt(Grieveand
Cintala, 1992a). Ce is a phase-averagedspecific heat. H and H, and T and T,
are the enthalpies andtemperatures of melting and vaporization,respectively.

Po (g cm'3)

a (cm s"l)

b

K0(dyn cm-2)

a (K"1)

Ce (crg g-t K-J)

H (crgg-l)

H (crgg'b

To(K)

r o¢)

(K)

Anorthosite "Chondrite" iron H20 Ice

2.734 3.580 7.856 0.917

2.780x105 2.310×105 4.269×105 1.271×105

1.536 1.466 1.483 1.580

2.113x10 n 1.910x10" 1.432x10 '2 1.481x10 I°

1.324x10"s 1.693x10"s 3.375×10"_ 1.125x104

1.389xI07 1.293x107 9.316x106 3.550x10 _

4.264x 109 4.998x109 2.721x109 3.355x109

1.065x10 't 8.500x10 I° 6.272x10 l° 2.269x10 I°

298 298 298 263

1616.84 1659.94 1809.00 273.15

3800.00 3800.00 3145.50 372.80

U = a + bu (2),

in which a and b are material-

dependent constants. (Ruoff,

1967) has shown that a good

approximation for _ is

= 4b - 1 (3).

K o is determined following

(Kieffer and Simonds, 1980), who

approximated the bulk sound

velocity of the material with the

coefficient a, giving

K o =/9o a2 (4)

Phase changes are determined by

calculating the entropy increase in the material as a function of shock stress (Duvall, 1958; Ahrens and

O'Keefe, 1972). Values for the materials used are listed in Table 1.
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Calculations are performed for the normal impact of spherical projectiles into semi-infinite, planar

targets. Off-axis decay of the shock front is approximated by assuming that the particle velocity behind the

shock decreases in proportion to Cos#O, where 0 is the angle between the axis of penetration to the point of

interest, measured at the center of the stress field, and fl is the initial ratio of target compression to

projectile compression. This

approximates the decay in stress toward

the target's surface as calculated by more

detailed models (e.g., O'Keefe and

Ahrens, 1977; Austin et al., 1980;

Pierazzo et al., 1997).

Volumes of impact melt and

vapor have been calculated for the cases

of "chondritic," iron, and I-I20-ice

projectiles impacting anorthosite (Fig. 6),

where they are plotted as a function of

impact velocity. There is little difference

between the responses of the anorthosite
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Figure 6. Volume of impact melt, vapor, or sum of both for chondritic, iron, tad 1t20-
ice projectiles as a function of impact velocity. The volumes are expressed in tenm of
the projectile volume Vp. Included for comparison is the terrestrial _ of daondritic

!projectiles ["Chon"] impacting granite ["Graa"](cf (Grieve and Cintala, 1992a)). Note
the =trong similarity between the behaviors of the attorthosite and _ranite in the _ of
the chondritic projectiles. The lower boundaries of the curve= are artificial, in that
melting beginsat velocitieshigher than the lowest casetreatedhere (5 km s"1)and lower
than the next case (7.5 km s'l). A similar effect occurs for the vapor values.

and granite, indicating that major disparities in behavior between the Moon and the Earth (Grieve and

Cintala, 1992a) are not due to the different target materials.

Crater Scaling

The scaling relationship used here to determine the diameter of the transient cavity is that given by

(Schmidt and Housen, 1987):
I

D_ 1.16 -078 044 -022= ap vi g (5),

in which Dtc is the diameter of the transient cavity; pp and Pt are the densities of the projectile and target,

respectively; dp is the diameter of the projectile, v i is the impact velocity, and g is the gravitational
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accelerationat the target'ssurface.Geometricreconstructionof terrestrial craters indicates that a

paraboloid of revolution with a depth/diameter ratio of 1:3 is a good approximation of the form of the

transient cavity (Dence, 1973; Grieve et al., 1989). Such a geometry is assumed for both the Earth and the

Moon.

An actual transient cavity with the geometry as drawn in subsequent figures never exists during the

formation of a large crater, due to progressive modification phenomena (e.g., floor rebound, central-

structure formation, wall failure, rim collapse, etc.) that occur even as the cavity is growing (Grieve and

Robertson, 1979). Wall failure and rim collapse can enlarge a transient cavity significantly. (Cro_ 1985)

has related the diameter of the final crater to the diameter of the transient cavity, taking into account

differences in gravitational acceleration between the planets. Defining D r to be the final crater diameter

(i.e., after modification processes have enlarged the transient cavity) and D=c as the diameter at which the

simple-to-complex transition takes place, then the diameter of the final crater can be related to the diameter

of the transient cavity as

D, -/9-°"/3 H"= --,, --_ (6).

This expression holds only for those craters larger than D=c (Croft, 1985); a similar relationship was found

by Ivanov (1988).

Equations (5) and (6) can be combined to give

(__tp 1 0.39
Dr = 1.19D-O l, dO.92k, o.52 _-0.26p i g (7a).

Using a mean simple-to-complex transition diameter of 18.7 km for the Moon (Pike, 1988) yields

/ _ 0.39
/l'_ &

,o_ tk,jD, = 7.03x

which is applicable only to complex lunar craters. Equation (7a) can also be arranged to give an

expression for dp, namely

/ \ --0.42
ftql i

J r _ g (7C),

which Can be used to find the diameter of the projectile responsible for creating a particular final crater.
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Relationships between Extent of Melting and Cavity Dimensions

The melt-volume calculations can be combined with eq. (7b) to produce curves relating the volume

of melt to the transient-

cavity diameter. The

resulting relationships can be

described adequately by

expressions of the form

V= = cD_ (8),

in which c and d are

constants determined by the

curve-fitting process. Such

curves are illustrated in

Figure 7 for the cases of

chondrite, iron, and I-L20-ice

impacting anorthosite targets

in a lunar gravity field. The

v

10 4

10 2

1

Anorthosite Target
Lunar Gravity

lOkmr _ 25kmr f 40kmr I

Chondrite ......• ...... _---e--

Iron ......• ...... +--_-
20 km =4 40kin= 4 60 km r _

Ice ......• ...... ----Am--_--

10 100 100
Transient-Cavity Diameter (km)

Figure 7. Melt volume as a function of transient-cavity diameter. Note the similarity between tim remalts

for the three projectile types at all velocities.

velocities chosen for each projectile type are intended to bracket the probable range of velocities for

Table 2. Constants describing the curves

plotted in Figure 7; they arc fits of the form

given by eq. (8).

Chondrite c d

10 krn s"l 1.08x 104 3.85

20 km s4 1.42x104 3.85

40 krn s4 1.67x104 3.85

Iron

10 kin s "t 9.08x l0 "_ 3.85

20 kin s 4 1.23x 104 3.85

40 kin s "t 1.46x 10 -4 3.85

H20 Ice

20 km s"t 1.55×104 3.85

40 kin s"1 1.88x104 3.85

60 km s4 2.08x104 3.85

asteroidal and cometary sources. Constants for the fits used in this

figure are given in Table 2.

There is little distinction between the relationships for the

different projectiles (Fig. 7). Table 2 shows that the largest difference

between two curves in Fig. 7 is slightly more than a factor of 2.3 (iron at

10 km s-l and ice at 60 km s4). Such differences, in theory, would be

sufficient to distinguish between small, fast impactors and large, slow

ones (Grieve and Cintala, 1981b), but because of the uncertainties in

estimating melt-volumes in actual craters, the differences are so small as

to preclude such discrimination in the field. In their study of crater-
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formingprojectiles,(Shoemakerand

Wolfe, 1987)estimatedroot-mean-

squareimpactvelocitiesof asteroids

into theEarthandMoonto be17.5

and16.1kms -l, respectively. These

values will be taken as typical for

the Earth and Moon in the

comparisons made below. In both

cases, chondritic projectiles are

assumed. Although there will, in

reality, be a range of velocities and

a variety of impactor types, these

108
Terrestrial Case: Chondrite --Granite (17.5 km s'9

10 6 Lunar Case: Chondrite --Anorthosite (16.1 km s4)

O'3

10 4 /
7 7

(9

N 10 -2 r,,_,i_l _

.... I • . • , . i i,I , , . i .... I . .

1 10 100

Transient-Cavity Diameter (km)
Figure 8. Comparison between the melt volume-cavity diameter relationshiln for typical cases
on the Moon and the Earth. Included are the data poin_ for the terrestrial craterL

simplifications are used below to make general comparisons between the Earth and Moon.

The difference in gravitational acceleration between the Moon and the Earth, coupled with the

greater terrestrial impact velocity, will force a variation in the relative geometries of cavities and melt zones

(Figure 8). The volume of impact melt on the Moon is less than that on the Earth for any given transient-

Lunar gravity 16.1 km s"I i 17.5km s "_

Anorthosite target

Terrestrial gravity
Granffe target

+,,o.v.,.<,

Melt ;.;.%,

-- i --
FILntre 9. Geometric comparison between melt zones and transient cavities formed by
impacts of identical bodies on the Moon and the Earth. Each projectile is 5 km in diameter,
and the two sides of the figure arc scaled such that the transient cavities are the same relative
size for ease of comparison. Note the much greater extent of the melt volume in the terrestrial

case. The lunar and terrestrial cavities would be about 62 and 44 km across, respectively, but
the corresponding final craters would be very similar in size, with diameters of about 77 and

70 kin, respectively. The boundary between the ejected and displaced volumes was calculated
with the z-model of(Maxwell, 1973; Maxwell, 1977), with a value for z of 2.7.

cavity diameter. Comparison of the

coefficients for the two curves

(Table 2 above and Table 3 of

Grieve and Cintala, 1992a) indicates

that, for a given transient-cavity

diameter, the terrestrial melt volumes

would be 5 times greater than in the

lunar case (Fig. 8).

Figure 9 illustrates the

relative geometric relationship

between the melt and transient-cavity
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volumes for a impacts on the Moon and the Earth, showing the two transient cavities scaled to the same

size for ease of comparison. The principal causes of the large difference are the greater terrestrial

gravitational acceleration and impact velocity, in that order. The effects described above will occur with

any crater-scaling relationship, the only difference being the size at which a particular effect takes place.

DIFFERENTIAL SCALING: ANALYTICAL ASPECTS

It is clear that the manifestations of melting become more abundant, obvious, and important as

larger impact structures are considered. From this, it can be inferred that the role of impact melting in the

cratedng process must grow with increasing magnitude of the event. This section addresses a selection of

such possible effects, particularly as they bear on the interior morphologies of lunar craters. To do this, a

point of reference is required to relate the geometry of the melt zone to that of either the transient cavity or

the final crater. Because both occur early in the cratering process, the generation of impact melt and the

formation of the transient cavity are intimately connected; we have chosen to use the dimensions of the

transient cavity as referents -- most often its depth or volume (Grieve and Cintala, 1992a). By virtue of its

very nature (e.g., Grieve, 1980; Melosh, 1989, p.76-78), the transient cavity of a large crater is never

obsen'ed. We believe, however, that there is ample justification for the geometry used here and in (Grieve

and Cintala, 1992a). In any case, it is important to maintain a consistent basis for comparison; having

established such a basis, adjustments to accommodate other preferred geometries can be made.

Depth of Melting

While the model does not provide information on material trajectories in the target, it does afford

the maximum depth at which a particular phase change will occur for a given impactor and impact velocity.

For example, depths of melting are plotted in Figure 10 relative to the transient-cavity depth dtc as a

function of transient-cavity diameter. (In this and the other sections below, "melting" refers to the onset of

fusion.) The most immediate feature of this figure is the dependence of the relative depth of melting on the

size of the transient cavity. At 20 km s-1, for example, the maximum depth of melting is only about 15% of

the depth ofa 1-km transient cavity, but it increases to 50% of the depth for a 50-km cavity. At multiring
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basinscales,thedepthof melting will exceed the maximum depth of the transient cavity. The relative

depth of melting increases with velocity, although the rate at which it grows declines with increasing

velocity. This dependence on velocity is weaker than the dependence on the magnitude of the event. There

is also a notable effect due to projectile type, with melting by denser impactors restricted to shallower

depths relative to the dimensions of the transient cavity, in qualitative agreement with the results of (Kieffer

and Simonds, 1980). The maximum difference in the depth of melting is about 30%, and occurs between

ice impactors at 60 km s-I and iron at 10 km s"].

Anorthosite Target
Lunar Gravity

s''"''"

20 _ s "I --

40 km s "1 ---

0.1
0.1 1 10 100 - 1000

Transient-Cavity Diameter (km)
FILmre 10. The depth of melting relative to the depth of the transient cavity as a function of

transient-cavity diameter for chondritic projectiles impacting the Moon. The shaded areas

represent the ranges for ice and iron projectiles at the impact velocities shown in Fig. 3.

If the relative maximum

depth of excavation were isometric

with increasing transient-cavity

diameter, it would appear as a

straight line parallel to the horizontal

axis. In such a case, the maximum

depth of melting would increase

relative to the maximum depth of

excavation, implying that the depth

of melting would, at some point,

exceed the depth of origin of ejecta.

The potential implications of this

effect will be addressed in a later section.

Another aspect of Fig. 10 concerns central peaks. If target material at depth were melted by the

impact, then that material could not be part of a central peak's structure in the resulting final crater form

(Grieve and Cintala, 1992a). Specifically, the depth of melting in such a case would define the minimum

depth of origin of the top of the central peak or peaks. This topic will also be discussed later.
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Volume of Melting

The volume of impact melt changes relative to the size of the transient cavity (Fig. 11). As in the

case of the relative depth of melting, the magnitude of the impact event is the dominant factor, followed by

secondary effects due to impact velocity and projectile density. The curves in this plot are very similar to

those for the depth of melting (Fig. 10), although the slopes are different. Nevertheless, the descriptions of

the relationships and controlling variables given in reference to Fig. 10 are also applicable to the volume of

melting.

In the case of the chondritic projectiles, the range of impact velocities considered here can account

for a difference in melt volume of about 30% for a transient cavity of a given size. Figure 11 ilhstrates

that this velocity dependence is smallest for ice, and greatest for iron.

diameter, the maximum variation in the

relative volume of melt would be

between the fastest ice impactor

considered here (60 km s"t) and the

slowest iron (10 km s4), amounting to

a factor of about 2.5.

The overall trend of increasing

relative melt volume is consistent with

the observations of lunar craters

summarized earlier: growing evidence

of impact melt is correlated with

Given a specific transient-cavity

Anorthosite Target
Lunar Gravity

0.1 _.=_0.01

o.ool
" 10 km s "_ ............

20 km s .1 __
40kms "f ....

0.0001
0.1 1 10 100 1000

Transient-Cavity Diameter (kin)
Figure 11. Volum¢ of melt relative to the volum= of the transient cavity ©xlmm_ u =

function of th© cavity's diameter. The shadext axeas reprcsmat the ranges fo¢ ice =usd iron

projectiles at the impact velocities shown in Fig. 7.

increasing crater size. It is apparent

from Fig. l 1 that, unless some unforeseen process takes effect, the volume of melt will exceed that of the

excavated material, and even that of the transient cavity, at finite cavity diameters. This was addressed by

(Grieve and Cintala, 1992a) for impacts on Earth. A volume of melt equal to the transient cavity's volume

would occur on the Moon at a cavity diameter approaching the diameter of the Moon, if such a thing is
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possible on a spherical target. This would approach a whole-Moon melting event, a class of impacts that is

treated in detail by (Tonks and Melosh, 1992, 1993).

GEOMETRIC EFFECTS ON CRATER FORMS

The depth and volume of melting form the basis for many of the effects that differential sealing can

have on the size-dependence of the lunar cratering record. This section describes the basic geometric

relationships between the transient cavity and the melt zone for each of the four craters selected earlier as

examples.

Simple craters -- The melt zones of simple craters represent only a small fraction of the transient eavity's

volume (Fig. 12). In the case of Alfraganus C, the volume ratio of melt to transient cavity is about 0.007.

Atfraganus C

'_ ..............................;_i_i..........f.l

Dte = 10 km_ _

Dp= 640m

/

Df = 10 km

Figur¢12. Schematic, cross-sectional diagram of the idealized configuration of the transient cavity

(1©it) and the present crater (fight) for the _ of Alfi'aganus C. In this and the subsequent three

figures, Dj,, D_ and D, represent the diameters of the transient-cavity, the final crater, and the
projectile, respectively.

While a portion of melt

remains within the crater, this

volume is typically so small

relative to the volume of the

final structure that it can have

only a minimal effect on the

crater's morphology and

morphometry. The general

observed scarcity of flow

features implies that these melts solidified relatively quickly, were not thick enough to generate sufficient

shear stresses to cause flow, or both. Simple terrestrial craters such as Brent (Grieve and Cintala, 1981a)

possess melt lenses that have been buried under subfloor breccias emplaced by wall failure; the lunar case

is probably similar.

Transitional craters m While the relative amount of melt created at Lalande, with a melt to transient-

cavity volume ratio of only 0.015, is twice that of Alfraganus C, it still does not represent a significant

portion of the transient cavity's volume (Fig. 13). The obvious question arises: if craters such as Lalande

(and larger) display such extensive wall failure and, therefore, a much more active and complex
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Lalande

"%,

Dtc

Dp= "l.7 krn

_ _ ,_- .

on floor _

Lalande

Df = 25 km

modification pattern, why are

their impact-melt deposits so

much more obvious than those

of smaller, simple craters? A

partial answer lies in the

increasing relative volume of

impact melt and the intensity

of cavity modification (Fig.

Figure 13. Schem_c, ¢ro_-scctional diagram of the idealized configuration of the transient cavity

(left) and the present cz'atnr (right) for Lalande. Note the growing volume of impact melt relative to the

volume ofthe transient cavity in comparison to Alfraganus C.

13).

Studies of simple terrestrial craters show that their subfloor breccia lenses are chaotic deposits

(e.g., Shoemaker, 1963; Grieve and Cintala, 1981a), indicating that the slope failure associated with cavity

readjustment is not an orderly process. It is not difficult to envision a thin coating of impact melt in a

steep-walled, simple crater being incorporated into the slumped material during its chaotic emplacement at

the bottom of the cavity (e.g., Grieve et al., 1977; Melosh, 1989). The situation is more complicated in the

larger craters, however, in terms of both scale and phenomenology. Above all, more impact melt is

generated and remains within the cavity, and it simply becomes more difficult to hide. The scale and style

of the cavity-modification processes also contribute to the greater visibility of the melt deposits in larger

craters. Wall failure in larger craters takes place on a much greater scale; slumping occurs in units that are

considerably more coherent and slide into the interior of the crater en masse (e.g., Mackin, 1969; Grieve et

al., 1977; Settle and Head, 1979; Melosh, 1989, Chap. 8). In this process, the gross stratigraphy of the

wall materials remains relatively intact, ensuring that most of the melt deposits will stay on top.

Complex Craters -- Even a cursory comparison of Lalande and Tycho (cf. Figs. 3 and 4) indicates that

impact melting is a much more obvious and important process in the formation of larger craters. With a

volume ratio of almost 0.04, the amount of impact melt has become a considerable fraction of the transient

cavity's volume (Fig. 14). The melt zone extends well into the axial region of the displaced portion of the

transient cavity, which is the volume that would take part in central-peak formation.
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It is important to

rememberthatthecalculations

usedhere were performed for

vertical impacts of spherical

projectiles into homogeneous

targets. While projectile

shape plays only a moderate

role in controlling cratering

Tycho

o,o   11
= 67 km

Dp= 6.6 km Df = 85 km

I._, mull_pte Ex_N_Ivetr,_l p_ta

_ lkawm _iot

Figure 14. Schematic, cross-sectional diagram of the idealized configuration of the tramicm cavity

(leR) and the present crater (right) for Tycho. Note that the volume ofthe melt zone is grm_ag rapidly

relative to the volume of displaced material and it is extending deeper into the target.

phenomenology (e.g., Holsapple and Schmidt, 1987; Schultz, 1988), the impact angle and target structure

also have implications for the propagation of the shock front and its subsequent effects. Impact angle will

influence the downrange motion of the impact melt and produce an offset in the center of rebound.

Irregularities in the physical structure of the target will be reflected in the boundary between melted and

unmelted material. It is likely that large-scale inhomogeneities in the target will affect the morphology of

the final rebounded mass, resulting, for example, in multiple central peaks instead of a single central mass.

Peak-Ring Basins -- Almost a tenth of the volume of Schr6dinger's transient cavity was impact melt. As

rebound and other modifying effects severely reduce the volume of the transient cavity, they enhance the

relative importance of the melted volume. Indeed, a large portion of the displaced and rebounding volume

itself is melt, and must be considered an important agent in accounting for the interior morphology of peak-

ring and larger basins.

SchrOdinger

"k

o,o: o .N|II
Dp= 28 km Df = 320 km

Figure 15. Schematic, eross-s_'tional diagram of the idealized configuration of the transient cavity

(leR) and the idealized present crater (right) for Scht6dinger. Note that the volume of the melt zone is

becoming comparable to the volume of displaced material.

In the model

calculation for Schr6dinger,

the deepest part of the melt

zone actually surpasses the

base of the transient cavity

(Fig. 15) and would penetrate

even deeper in larger impacts.

Use of eq. (9b; see below) to
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estimatethecurrentvolumeof Schr6dingergives1.46x105km3,whilethecalculatedtotalmeltvolumeis

1.09x105km3,fully75%ofthevisiblevolumeof Schr6dinger.

In thecaseof Schr6dinger,themoltenportionof thedisplacedvolumewill, in the compressed

state,behavesimilarlyto thesolidportionof thedisplacedvolume.Evenduringtheearlystagesof cavity

readjustment,asitsdensityandhencespecificinertiawill differlittle fromthesurroundingsolidmaterial,

theroleplayedby themeltwill beindistinguishablefromthatof thesolids(O'KeefeandAhrens, 1996).

The distinction between the melt and solids will emerge near the end of the impact event, however, when the

melt's inability to support itself topographically becomes important.

DYNAMIC EFFECTS ON PROCESSES AND MORPHOLOGIES

The effects of these changes in relative cavity and melt geometries with event size are observable in

the lunar cratering record. This section will address some of the specific consequences of the differential-

sealing hypothesis and relate them to observations of lunar craters and basins.

Ejecaon of lmpact Melt

It has long been recognized that the relative volume of impact melt remaining inside the final crater

increases with crater size. (Dence, 1971) and (Grieve et al., 1977) attributed this tendency to the decrease

in excavation efficiency as cratering events grow in magnitude. When coupled with a demarcation between

ejected and displaced material, the calculations outlined above can be used to estimate the efficiency of

impact-melt ejection as a function of crater size.

The z-model of (Maxwell, 1973, 1977) can be used to approximate the boundary between ejected

melt and the portion that is simply displaced and thus retained in the crater. Figure 9 illustrates two

examples of such a delineation, in which the hinge streamline divides the melted zone into an ejected

volume and a displaced volume that remains within the transient cavity. The two volumes can be

calculated after fitting a curve (a partial lima,;on of Pascal) to the profile of the melt zone. The volume

between the hinge streamline and the limit of melting can then be found by integration, since the geometry

is axially symmetric under the modeled condition of normal impact. After the amount of melt remaining

within the crater is determined, it is a simple matter to calculate the ejected volume.
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Theshapeof the hinge streamline is dependent on the value of z used in describing the flow field.

A value of 2 will yield a purely radial flow field; larger values of z will produce greater curvature of the

streamlines and higher angles of ejection as measured at and from the surface of the target (Maxwell, 1973,

1977). Although the z-model appears to be suited to the analysis of smaller craters (Croft, 1980; Grieve et

al., 1989), previous attempts to apply the z-model to observations of large terrestrial craters have met with

only limited success (Hrrz et al., 1983; Redeker and Strffler, 1988). In particular, simultaneous matching

of depths of excavation and transient-cavity radii with a single value of z has been difficult. As

summarized by Grieve (1988), this could be due either to misinterpretation of the constraining observations

or to deficiencies in the z-model as applied at the scales of complex terrestrial craters. Therefore, all results

from the z-model presented here are first-order values only, and they could be subject to revision when

more detailed representations of the flow field become available.

Figure 16 illustrates an example of the relationship between the exponent z and the relative

volumes of displaced and ejected melt. Larger values of z describe streamlines that excavate deeper

material, hence ejecting larger fractions

of the impact melt. Attempts at applying

the z-model with constant z to terrestrial

craters, however, indicate that values of

z approaching 2.9 do not appear to be

the case, as such streamlines cause

ejection of material from levels too deep

to be consistent with observations at the

Ries (Hrrz et al., 1983) and Haughton

(Grieve, 1988) structures. In the case of

the Ries crater, on the other hand, values

1 /

| Anorthosite target

Chondrite impactor

08
,_ 0.6 Retained

0.4%_ _ 2.7 Ejected

' 2.5
0.2-

I, 15 km s-_
0 I Y i I i I i I

0 100 200 300 400

Transient-Cavity Diameter (km)
16. The effects of changing values ofz on the fraction of melt retained inside

and ejected from lunar Iransient cavities of different diameter.

of z smaller than about 2.7 do not produce sufficiently deep excavation. It must be added, however, that

neither does a value of 2.7 accommodate the observations perfectly, in that excavation is still too deep

when the other Ries constraints of diameter and total volume of ejecta are met (H0rz et al., 1983). Insofar
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ashigher and lower values ofz produce even greater disagreements, however, a value of 2.7 is taken here

as a reasonable compromise.

The effects of size-dependence in the volume of melt ejected can be examined via the four

representative lunar craters. The third column in Table 3 gives the total volume of melt generated as a

fraction of the transient cavity's volume. When the calculated fraction of non-ejected meltf,_n is applied to

this value, the relative volume remaining in the crater is the result, given in the fifth column. The last two

Tablz 3. Melt-related paramctcrs for the four lunar craters used as examples in the text. The

superscripts lot mad non refer to the _atire volume mad non-cj_'a_d fi'aetion of impact melt, respectively,

while A/fimpli_ that the value is given relative to thai for Alfraganus C. The column labeled '_',_" is
the calculat_l fraction of the entin: melt volume that is not ejected from the transient cavity. These

values lasumc z lunar impact velocity of 16.1 km s"t

O,0_) D,0_) V',°'/v,c :_ v_'/v,c

Alfraganus C 10 10.0 7.05x10 "l 0.391 2.76x10 "_

l_.ala.n_ 25 23.9 1.4gxl0 "a 0.445 6.59x10 a

Tycho g5 67.5 3.58xI0 a 0.514 l.g4xl0"2

Schr/ktingcr 320 207.6 9.29x 10 "2 0.594 5.52x 10 "a

(v,"/v,,)_r
1.00

2.10

5.07

13.17

1.00

2.39

6.67

20.01

columns of the table take the

two relative volumes of melt

for each of the four craters

and divide them by the

equivalent number for

column provides this value for the entire melt volume, while the last column gives this value only for that

volume of melt remaining in the crater. Ejection of melt from the cavity obviously leaves less melt inside

the crater (compare the fourth and sixth columns), but it increases the relative difference between the

smallest and largest craters (compare the sixth and seventh columns). Indeed, by taking the ejection of

impact melt into account, the relative difference in melt volume contained in Alfraganus C and SchrOdinger

increases by a further 50%. This is important, but secondary to the original difference between the two,

which is due simply to the effects of differential scaling.

The Size Dependence of the Morphology of Impact-Melt Deposits

In their description of the changing morphology of impact-melt deposits inside lunar craters as a

function of crater size, (Hawke and Head, 1977a) noted that "...An important question is why melt deposits

are generally not observed on the interiors of small craters." Figure 12 shows that the relative volume of

melt formed in small craters is a minor fraction of the cavity's volume -- only about 0.007 Vtc in the case

of a 10 km cavity (assuming an impact velocity of 16.1 km s-]) and even less for smaller ones. Insofar as

much of this melt should be ejected from craters in this size range (e.g., Orphal et al., 1980; Fig. 12 and

Alfraganus C. The sixth
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Table 3), little evidence of interior melt should exist, particularly if the slumping and burial mechanisms

described by (Hawke and Head, 1977o), for example, were also active.

Lalande possessed a transient cavity with a diameter only slightly smaller than that of the final

crater. When melt ejection is taken into account, a 24 km transient cavity would have had a relative

volume of melt 2.4 times larger than that for one the size of Alfraganus C (Table 3). In a comparison of

these two craters (Figs. 2 and 3), however, even this small difference in melt volume is obvious in both the

interior and exterior deposits. Melt flows at Lalande are apparent on the rim, between and on terraces, and

on the floor. While this increase in melt volume is not a major influence on crater morphometry, it is

obvious that impact melting at this scale is more important than in the simple-crater case.

The maximum diameter attained by Tycho's transient cavity would have been about 68 km.

Allowing for ejection, the relative volume of melt remaining in the crater would have been almost 3 times

more than that in Lalande (7 times more than that in Alfraganus C; Table 3). The effect of such a small

difference in relative melt volume on the morphological importance of the deposits, both inside and outside

the crater, is dramatic. There is also more evidence that the melt remained fluid for a longer period than in

Lalande. Flows are ubiquitous, cooling cracks are visible almost everywhere on the crater floor, and many

ponds in the crater's ejecta deposits appear to have been liquid long enough to solidify with fiat surfaces,

including cooling cracks in some instances (Howard and Wilshire, 1975).

Schrrdinger would have had a transient cavity about 208 k.m in diameter, with a relative volume of

non-ejected melt 3 times greater than at Tycho (20 times more than in Alfraganus C; Table 3). Even if the

retention effect due to size were not as effective as implied by Table 3, it is hardly extreme to suggest that

much, if not most, of the smooth, higher albedo facies inside the basin, as well as in its near-field exterior

deposits, is impact melt.

This effect of the relative increase in the volume of melt deposits with crater size can be

approached in a slightly different way. The internal volumes of the final craters (that is, the craters after

other modification phenomena) can be estimated with CroWs (1977)rebound, wall failure, and

observational relationship

V_ = 0.040D_ °° (9a)
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for craters smaller than 13 km, and

V_ = 0.238D] 3_ (9b)

for craters between 19 and 150 km in diameter. As Croft extrapolates eq. (9b) to diameters larger than 150

km with reasonable results, the same will be done here. Eqs. (9a and b) were fit by Croft to observed

crater volumes, and therefore include the volume occupied by the interior deposits of impact melt. The

volumes of these interior melt deposits are assumed here to equal the non-ejected volume of melt as

calculated above. Thus, the final crater volume when the impact-melt component is taken into account Vf

will be given by

r?=v, (10).

Knowing V_ from eqs. (9) and V_ °" from the method used above, the volume of impact melt retained

relative to Vfcan then be determined for each of the four craters. (Assuming that the shapes of the craters

below the melt are similar, which might well not be the case, particularly for Schr6dinger.) Using this

approach, Lalande had about 3, Tycho about 11, and Schr6dinger about 34 times more impact melt

retained relative to the final crater volume than did Alfraganus C.

The Relationship between Cavity Size and Relative Clast Content of lmpact Melt

Impact-melt rocks in the Apollo collection range from fragmental breccias with only minor

evidence of melting to clast-free impact-melt rocks. By analogy with terrestrial rocks, the latter are

considered to be samples of coherent impact-melt sheets, while the former originated in a region of lower

shock stress (e.g., Simonds et al., 1976a, b). Clast-free melt rocks, however, are rare in the lunar-sample

collection (Taylor et al., 1991). While it is impossible to make a quantitative comparison because of vastly

different sampling environments, a substantial proportion of known terrestrial impact-melt rocks is

relatively clast-poor, particularly at craters comparable in size to the lunar structures considered above.

The models used here provide a qualitative means of estimating the relative clast abundances in

lunar impact melts. The basic tenet of this estimate lies in the configuration of the impact melt during the

excavation stage of the cratering event. Specifically, it is assumed that the non-ejected volume of impact

melt lines the idealized, paraboloidal transient cavity of surface area Atc, much in the way first described by
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(Dence,1971)andaspredictedin thecalculationsof (O'KeefeandAhrens,1993).ThequantityV_""/A=

will yield the thickness of the melt lining, which, for ease of calculation, is assumed to be of uniform

thickness at all points along the surface of the cavity. (This modeled thickness is relative to the mazimum
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/ _ 17. The effective thickness of the melt lining the idealized transient cavity as a]
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dimensions of the transient cavity; at any

earlier time, the melt lining would be

thicker in direct proportion to both the

smaller surface area of the cavity and the

volume of melt still inside the cavity.)

Values for this effective melt-lining

thickness are illustrated in Figure 17. It is

not critical that this assumed geometry be

correct to derive a sense of how the nature

of impact-melt rocks might change with

cavity size.

In the case of smaller craters, a

greater opportunity will exist for the entire volume of a thin melt layer to interact with the elastic debris

lining the cavity wall, thus permitting the melt to incorporate a greater volume of clasts. At some

sufficiently small thickness, the melt will become choked with clasts, cooling rapidly in its travel up the

wall of the growing cavity. The melt lining of Alfraganus C, for example, would have been just over three

meters thick (using the assumed impact velocity of 16.1 km s-l). A sheet three meters thick, having to

travel kilometers from its point of origin to approach the rim of the cavity, would mix with elastic debris

from the wall of the growing crater to the extent that little clast-free liquid would remain. As would be

expected, there is little evidence of melt deposition in or around this crater or others of its size.

The transient cavity of Lalande, being somewhat larger and therefore possessing a greater initial

ratio of melt volume to cavity volume, would have had a lining almost 20 meters thick. Although this is not

particularly imposing, it apparently was sufficient to produce both interior and exterior flows, as well as

pools on the interior terraces and a notable sheet on the crater's floor. As catalogued by (Hawke and Head,
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1977b),themainconcentrationof exteriorimpactmeltis onthenortheasternrim,oppositetheregionof

maximumslumpingin thecrater.Low-sunphotographs,however,revealnumerous,higher-albedo,flow-

likedepositson thesouthernrimandat otherlocationsaroundthecrater.Thereareincipientanaloguesof

thesefeaturesontherimof AlfraganusCin a sectorextendingroughlyfromthesouthto thesouthwest.

TheappearanceoftheseunitsaroundLalandeandin asimilar,thoughless-developed,manifestationonthe

rimofthesmallercraterareconsistentwiththisviewofclast-ladenimpactmelts.

The transient-cavity of Tycho would have had a melt lining more than 150 meters thick, sufficient

to produce abundant exterior flows and deposits, as well as a highly developed and morphologically

complex interior melt sheet. In the cases of such large craters, it is important to note that the volume --

and therefore the interior surface area -- decreased dramatically during the modification of the transient

cavity. In the process, if ejection of melt from the cavity did not keep pace with rebound, the relative

thickness of the melt lining would increase, with results like those observed in Tycho.

The thickness of the melt lining in Schrrdinger would have exceeded 1.4 kilometers. Unless

irregularities in the cavity wall occurred on the same scale to induce turbulence, it is difficult to imagine a

way in which clasts could be incorporated efficiently into and disseminated throughout such a massive

volume of impact melt. It has been suggested that impact-melt inside large terrestrial craters was highly

inviscid due to its superheated nature and possibly to the incorporation of shock-vaporized materials

(Floran et al., 1978; Grieve and Floran, 1978). Turbulence would then be encouraged in an environment

characterized by high shear gradients, large vorticities, and other agents of mixing, leading in turn to the

incorporation of clastic debris into the melt. It is likely, however, that much of this debris would be

absorbed because the melt's mean temperature would be well above the solidus of any reasonable lunar

material, and its thermal inertia would be very high by virtue of its great mass, so it would cool slowly.

Simonds et al. (1978) and Floran et al. (1978) studied impact melts at the 100-km diameter

Manicouagan terrestrial impact structure. They found that much of its melt sheet is clast-free and that its

original thickness was roughly 500 m. If the calculated amount of nonejected melt pooled at the bottom of

Schrrdinger (assuming a flat-floor geometry below the melt), it would be more than 3.5 km thick. This

would take much longer to cool and would possess a much greater thermal mass to provide energy for
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digestionof claststhanManicouaganhad(cf.Grieveet al., 1991). Indeed, without making too much of

this approximate calculation, this is a kilometer thicker than the Sudbury Igneous Complex, a highly

differentiated body (Naldrett and Hewins, 1984) that is believed to represent the remnant of the impact-melt

sheet at the Sudbury impact structure (originally 200-250 km in diameter; Grieve et al., 1991; Sterner,

1994).

The Role of lmpact Melting in the Progression from Simple Craters to Peak-Ring Basins

The upper two panes in Figure 18 represent a simplified view of the regions of formation of impact

melt, the volumes of ejected and displaced material, and the streamlines resulting from the z-model (with

z=2.7) at Alfraganus C and Tycho. The hinge streamline (Croft, 1981b) divides the ejected material from
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Figure 18. Schematic illustration of the differences between the formational configurations of simple (left, represented by Alfraganus C) and complex
craters (right, exemplified by Tycho). The transient cavities are shown as being the same size for ease of comparison. In reality, the entire volume

shown in the upper-left pane would fit inside the melt zone of Tycho. (See the inset in the upper-right pane for an indication of the actual difference in

scale between the two cavities.) Details of this figure are described in the text.
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the displaced material, which is driven downward and outward by the shock and rarefaction process. This

mechanism is responsible for the structural component of the cavity's rim (Crot_, 198 la) and, in the case of

simple craters, much of the final crater's volume. The z-model is assumed explicitly to apply only in the

case of incompressible flow. Incompressible flow takes place well after formation of the impact melt,

which occurs during the early stages of the cratering process (e.g., O'Keefe and Ahrens, 1977). Figure 18

does not violate the z-model's assumption, however, since it merely maps the original location of the melt

by superimposing it on the paths that the displaced material takes during the later stages of the cratermg

event.

Also included in Figure 18 are the limits of the transient cavities, which are in keeping with the

assumption of constant cavity geometry. The relative difference in displaced volume between the two

cavities is not great, but much of that volume is occupied by impact melt in the case of Tycho. This

combination of greatly different melt volumes and similar cavity geometries gives rise to the thinner melt

linings in the case of simple craters. In the case of the near-axial streamlines, a fairly large volume of melt

will be spread over a fairly small section of the growing cavity. The streamlines farther off-axis will carry

smaller volumes of melt farther from their locations of formation, to be spread over an increasingly larger

area of the cavity. This will produce a melt layer, at least for the time that this flow pattern is followed,

that thins the cavity's rim is approached. This is illustrated in the bottom panes, along with the fact that the

thinner melt will also have higher absolute velocities tangential to the cavity's surface. A gradient in clast

content is thus would be established, with the thinner melt closer to the rim being both the most clast-rich

and ejected at the highest velocities of all melt leaving the crater at this stage. This fraction would be
D

quenched and glassy, probably impacting as hot solids. The melt ejected at lower velocities will have had

less opportunity to incorporate clasts and will be deposited closer to the rim of the crater. This portion,

containing a lower proportion of solids, would be hotter and thus capable of modest flow. Such a deposit

would be ideal for creating the hard-rock veneer described by (Howard and Wilshire, 1975) and (Hawke

and Head, 1977b). The melt remaining inside the cavity, while still probably having a notable clast

content, would be the most fluid. This gradation in clast content could, therefore, account for the range of
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meltoccurrencesaroundsmall lunar craters and could explain why small lunar craters rarely exhibit

exterior melt deposits other than thin veneers.

The melt lining in the case

of the complex craters, however,

suffers no such disadvantages. By

virtue of the greater mass of melt

available for distribution along the

cavity wall, even the thinner part of

the melt lining near the rim will be

thick enough to permit considerable

ejection and sloshing over the rim

in a liquid state. Much of the melt

remaining in the crater, unlike the

small-crater case, should also be

clast free and remain molten well

after the cavity has been modified.

Unlike the clast-laden melt at

simple craters, melt remaining on

the wall after cavity growth will

flow back to the bottom of the

crater. Because the maximum

depth of the transient cavity is

attained before the maximum

diameter (e.g., O'Keefe and Ahrens,

1994), there will be nothing
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Figure 19. Schematic ilhnttation of the modification processes affecting li typical =emile crater.

Some aspects of this figure are exaggerated for the sake of clarity. Alfi'aganus C is =d>out 10 km
ha diameter, for example, but its melt lining is expected to have been only on the order of 3

meters thick, on average. The dashed, light profile represents the maximum extznt of the

trsnsient cavity, while the fine, horizontal line denotes the initial target surface.
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preventing the central regions of the nascent complex crater from rebounding even as it is growing laterally

(Grieve et al., 1981; Melosh, 1989, p.142). This will further alter the flow pattern of the melt lining, as it

will move downhill into the trough between the rebounding mass and the wall of the growing cavity.

The scale and style of the modification processes affecting the two crater types will be very

different. Figure 19 illustrates the relatively straightforward modification of a simple crater, which occurs

primarily as a consequence of slope failure of the oversteepened cavity wall (Melosh, 1989, p.128).

Movement of wall material downslope (illustrated for clarity here as a mass from the rim of the crater, but

more likely a more extensive movement of the entire slope) not only might smear some melt behind it as

shearing at its base causes it to spread itself along the wall, but it should also "bulldoze" any melt

remaining on the wall in front of it into the crater. Turbulent mixing near the leading edge of the mass

should incorporate additional clastics into the melt and could also pull melt still lining the interior wall of

the slump block into the mixing zone.

After the block is deposited on the crater floor, the slope will have been stabilized, as it would now

possess an angle at or below the angle of repose. The remains of such blocks will compose the crater floor,

with any melt remaining on its interior surface contributing to the thin veneer, or even perhaps a melt pool,

on the floor. Mixing during travel downslope will be represented by stringers and pods of melt below the

surface, and a melt lens, once the melt lining on and near the cavity's floor, will be buried by the debris

from the wall, much as in the case of Brent (Grieve and Cintala, 1981a). In this way, the walls of simple

craters are largely bereft of impact-melt deposits. Those cases in which melt pools are visible on the floor

appear to occur in those structures whose walls remained at least partly in place. This would permit any

melt on the wall to flow back into the crater, coalescing at the bottom to form a pool. (e.g., Howard and

Wilshire, 1975, Fig. 11.) The walls of such craters omen display gullies and furrows that were eroded by

the impact melt as it drained off the walls and onto the floor of the crater. Overall modification of simple

craters is slight, with the canonical 1:5 depth/diameter ratio being somewhat lower than the 1:3 ratio

assumed for the transient cavity. Such a difference can be explained easily by minor wall failure of the sort

described above (Cintala, 1979; Grieve and Garvin, 1984).
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Themodificationof largercavitiesismuchmorecomplicated(Fig.20),asit involvesnotonlywall

failureon a greater scale, but also rebound effects and voluminous melting. Perhaps most important is the

difference in the shape and volume of the rebounding mass when impact melting occurs, as compared to an
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Figure 20. Schmuatic illustration of the modification proeess_ affecting a typical complex

crater, using Tycho as a basis. Somo aspect_ of this figure ate exaggerated for the sake of

clarity. The vertical component of the floor roughn_, for example, is exaggerated here, as is

the thickn_s of the melt lining. Tycho is about 85 kin in diameter, and it is expected to have

had s melt lining on th© order of 150 m thick. Not_ that the concentric zone of roughening

cha.,-a_-ler_c of very large craters is not visible ha Tycho. The dashed, light profile represents

the maximum exaent of the transient cavity whilo lhe fine, horizontal line denotes the initial

target surface.

identical but hypothetical case in

which melting does not take place.

The dotted, convex-upward line on

the left; part of the upper pane of

Fig. 20 schematically represents the

shape of the rebounding mass if it

were solid. As much of it is

molten, however, the height and

overall extent of the unmelted

portion of the rebounding mass will

be reduced. This differential

volume will be distributed

throughout the cavity and in its

external deposits as melt. The

lateral limit of the melt zone is

represented in this interpretation as

a ring of roughening around the

central-peak complex (e.g., Hale

and Grieve, 1982). In reality, the

boundary of the melt zone is almost

certainly irregular (as opposed to

the idealized, smooth zones represented here). The displaced blocks composing the central-peak complex

would have come from a zone arranged around the point of intersection of the penetration axis and the base

of the transient cavity, representing the region of deepest melting. Rebound would then cause convergence
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of these masses around this point, resulting in a cluster of central peaks. This suggests that the heights and

volumes of these clusters of peaks in larger craters, having suffered more extensive and deeper melting,

would be smaller relative to the final crater's dimensions; this is, in fact, observed (e.g., Hale and Grieve,

1982), and is consistent with the hypothesis that, as larger craters are considered, impact melting is

removing potential central-peak material at a greater rate than target rebound can provide it.

Wall failure in complex craters differs from that in smaller structures in that most of the shearing

and displacement of the slump blocks occurs below the melt lining. In the process of moving toward the

center of the crater, these blocks will disrupt any remaining upward and outward flow of the melt lining and

will carry much of the melt originally on that portion of the transient cavity's rim back into the final crater.

Having experienced high stress levels relative to the strength of the target rock (which is probably already

fractured by previous impacts), the toes of these blocks will disaggregate as they emerge, becoming

hummocks and other manifestations of floor roughness. This material, emerging from beneath and

penetrating into and through the melt lining, could easily trap melt under it as it moved centripetally in the

adjusting crater. This "lubrication" could aid runout of the slumping material across the crater floor.

There are, then, two manifestations of rebound in larger complex craters: the central-peak complex

and the ring of roughening concentric to the peak complex. In smaller complex craters, the ring of

roughening is weak enough to be buried by the melt sheet, debris from the toes of the slump blocks, or

both. In the larger craters, the ring is far enough from the region of wall failure to escape the effects of

burial and emerges as a feature in its own right. Antoniadi (140 km in diameter) is an example of the last

vestiges of the central-peak complex remaining after the ring of roughening has emerged as the dominant

central structure. Further increasing the size of the impact removes the central-peak complex entirely, thus

entering the realm of peak-ring basins. To the first and perhaps even second order, the formation of peak-

ring basins differs from that of complex craters only in that rebound will be more intense and the most

violently rebounding mass will be predominantly impact melt.
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Figure 21 schematically illustrates the main aspects of the formation of peak-ring basins under this

scenario. A principal feature is the rebound of the transient cavity and the state of the rebounding

materials. Centrifuge experiments described by Schmidt and Housen (1987) and cited by O'Keefe and

Ahrens (1993) demonstrate that displaced target materials will rebound along paths similar to the those

SCHRODINGER

Ejected
Hinge Streamline /

j"

"/ I_im_tof
/ Transient Cavity

Relative scale of Tycho

(Melt thicknesses outside peak ring
are exaggerated for clarity.)

Figure 21. Schematic illustration of the formation of-, typical peak-ring basin. SchrOdinger is used here as

a basis for this description. The formation of ,, peak-ring basin is much the same as that of a complex

grater, except for the molten nature of most ofth© rebounding mass above the crater "floor." Components in

this figure arc sim_l_r to those used in the previous two illustrations.

they followed during the

compression portion of the

cavity's growth phase,

finally stopping in the

vicinity of their pre-impact

positions. In this way,

even though the melt lines

most or all of the growing

transient cavity, much of it

particularly that volume

lying near the axis of

rebound _ will move

toward the location where

it was originally formed,

near the center of the

crater. The product of this

process is another "crater"

defining the limits of the

melted zone, manifested

ultimately as a ring,

roughly concentric with the
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basin's rim crest (Fig. 21). The shape of this ring would change with increasing obliquity of impact,

reflecting the geometry of the peak-stress contours and possibly explaining the more elliptical rings, such as

that found in Antoniadi.

Because rebound is well underway before lateral growth of the cavity has ceased, the relative depth

of the cavity would, at any given time during its modification, be reduced relative to that of a crater the size

of Tycho, for instance. With a correspondingly smaller relative difference in height between the "tim crest"

and the foot of the "wall," the relative magnitude of wall failure should be less severe than in a complex,

but deeper, crater. On the other hand, the centripetal accelerations that characterize the rebound process

should undermine the walls of the cavity, enhancing the conditions for wall failure. It is because of these

potential complicating factors that we apply Croft's (1985) modification-scaling relationship to the peak-

ring basins with some hesitation. It should be emphasized that this picture of wall failure does not conflict

with the "megaterrace" hypothesis of 0-lead, 1974a), as that mechanism occurs on an even greater scale

than that described here.

The relative depths of melting and excavation become important in large events (e.g., Tonics and

Melosh, 1993). Figure 22 shows the trends for impacts at 16.1 km s_, along with the average crustal

thicknesses as determined by (Zuber et al., 1994). Only transient-cavity diameters are plotted in this

figure, since the largest events represented

in this graph approach the scale of

multiring basins (e.g., Spudis, 1993). As

indicated above, the modification

processes involved at those scales are

poorly understood at best. An additional

factor not addressed here is the potential

effect of lunar curvature on both the

excavation and modification phases of

these structures. Clearly, the larger the

structure, the more likely it is that
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curvature effects will come into play (e.g., Ton.ks and Melosh, 1993).

The depth of melting overtakes the depth of excavation very quickly with increasing cavity size,

and the two trends diverge rapidly as a function of cavity diameter. Melting would be confined to the crust

until transient-cavity diameters of about 200 and 240 km for the average nearside and farside, respectively.

When excavation exceeds pass the base of the crust, melting will occur at more than twice that depth on

either side. It is difficult to imagine how the large impact basins such as Imbrium and Orientale could not

have melted to depths well below the crust, even though their limits of excavation could have been confined

to the crust (Ryder et al., 1997). Thus, the massive, coherent impact-melt deposits associated with large

lunar basins could possess compositions different from their ejecta, as deep crustal and mantle materials

would constitute a greater component of these melts (Warren et al., 1996). With suitable topography to

hold the vast volumes created during such events, melt bodies kilometers thick could be trapped; the

extended times taken to cool these deposits could then lead to differentiation processes (Grieve et al., 1991;

Spudis, 1993) and hence to petrologic types that might not be expected otherwise.

Finally, as a corollary of the model, peak rings will originate at shallower depths than the

maximum depth of impact melting. Thus, the most deeply exposed solid materials within the basin -- the

ring itself- will be derived from stratigraphic levels located above the depth of origin of much of the

impact melt composing the basin's floor. This could explain the observations that some peak rings appear

to be anorthositie in composition (e.g., Spudis et al., 1984; Hawke et al., 1995).

Depth of Melting vs. Depth of Excavation

The provenance of lunar-samples and interpretation of remote-sensing data usually depend on some

knowledge of the depth of origin of the materials in question. Due to the uncertainties involved in modeling

the volumes and paths of excavation for large craters with the precision desired for the interpretation of

samples, however, such information is generally unavailable. Along with the excavation, ejection, and

ejecta emplacement, impact melting is another means of deriving material from depth and depositing it at

the surface. Little attention, however, has been given to impact melting as a means of deep sampling

because it leaves a highly complicated imprint on the sample. Nevertheless, the deepest materials exposed
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at thesurfaceof theMoonareprobablytheproductsof impactmelting.It mightbethoughtthatcentral

structures consistently represent the deepest materials exposed by impact, but it will be shown below that

this probably is not the case.

The maximum depth of excavation in any given velocity field specified by the z-model can be

determined by the inflection point on the hinge streamline in a cartesian coordinate system (see, for

example, Croft, 1980). The values thus determined are plotted as a function of transient-cavity diameter in

Fig. 23, along with curves for the maximum depth of melting. This plot shows that, given the model

constraints used here, melting has the potential of bringing to the surface deeper material than excavation

during the formation of transient cavities larger than 8.5 to 13 km in diameter. Conversely, if a sample

were identified as having been derived from a depth greater than, say, 1.5 km, it is likely that deeper
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Kring, 1997). In addition, as such Figure 23. Depths of melting and excavation as functions of the transient-cavity diameter I

on the Moon for the three velocities used in the examples above. The dotted line= projected I

melt deposits cool, their component to both axes represent the minimum and maximum values at the intersecfions oft/_ two sets [
of curves. Amemidal impacts at 40 km s"l into the Moon are probably rate (e.g., j

mineralogy will reflect their averaging (Shoemaker, 1977; Shoemaker and Wolfe, 1987)). I

nature and the surface crystallization environment; that is, although the impact melt from a large impact

event might have sampled deeper material than the associated ejecta, the deep source might not be readily

apparent in data obtained by remote-sensing instrumentation (Pieters et al., 1997).
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If only highlyobliqueimpactswereplotted,this figurewouldchange;see,for example,the

schematicdiagramsof (O'KeefeandAhrens, 1986) of energy and momentum transfer to the target during

highly oblique impact.

Impact Melting, Strangraphic Uplift, and the Depths of Origin of Central Peaks

The zone of melting m sufficiently large impacts overlaps the region in the target that spawns

central structures. Since melt cannot participate in the construction of central peaks except in trace

amounts (e.g., as injected material in dikes, veneer on the exterior of the peak, etc.), impact melting

removes material from the peak-formation process as efficiently as ejection. Consequently, the minimum

depth of origin of central peaks for vertical to near-vertical impacts can be established by examining the

maximum depth of melting for the crater-producing event (Cintala and Grieve, 1992; Fig. 24). Central

peaks on the Moon begin to appear at crater diameters near 10 km and persist to diameters as large as 200

km (Tsiolkovsky). The central peak in such a crater could have originated as deep as 35 kin, still within

the crust (Zuber et al., 1994).

was used by (Cintala and Grieve, 1994) to

estimate the amount of stratigraphic uplitt

represented by lunar central peaks. The

results presented in that paper, however,

contain a scaling error that had the

unfortunate effect of exaggerating the

difference between the Earth and the

Moon for this phenomenon. The data and

calculations are presented here in their

correct form; they and the following

interpretations supersede those in (Cintala

and Grieve, 1994).

This relationship between depth of melting and the origin of central peaks
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Figure 24. Minimum depth of origin of central-peak material as a
function of final crater diameter for lunar impacts. This curve represents

impacts at 16,1 km s"t, but curves generated at other reasonable velocities

would be almost indistinguishable from this one at this scale. The

diameter to which central peaks persist is not established (Spudis, 1993)

and their appearance as a function of size is a gradual one, hence the!
dashed ends of the curve.
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The magnitude of stratigraphic uplift u, can be related to the depth of melting d,, and the depth

from the original target surface to the top of the peak dp (Fig. 25) through

u, = d,, -dp (11)

Topographic data exist at sufficient resolution for a number of large, fresh lunar craters, but only those in

Transient Cavity Final Crater

..i.2.2£iii122111;2 21 --,.:........................................

Figure 25. Schematic representation of the geometric relationship between the parameters
used in calculating the stratigraphicuplift (after (Cintala andGrieve, 1994)).

the maria can be used in

this case, as the exterior

topography in more

rugged highland terrain

does not permit accurate

measurement of dp.

Measurements were

made on twelve such craters, with the results given in Table 4.

Some large craters, such as Tsiolkovsky, possess single central peaks, indicating that the boundary

of the melt zone was better defined and more symmetrical than in craters with clusters of peaks. In such

cases of single peaks, the maximum depth of melting can be used to fix the minimum depth of origin of the

main central peak. Multiple

peaks, however, typically

occur as a group of satellite

hills or large hummocks

around or near the main

peak. These smaller peaks

probably originate at

shallower locations off the

penetration axis, brought

Initial configuration

Transient cavit;" " -.. _ _.

Final crater

Figure 26. Schematic diagram illustrating a possible geometry explaining the formation I

of multiple centralpeaks. The points A andB on the left of the inset correspondto their
Icounterpartson the fight. Because A lies at a shallower initial depth than that of B, only[
]the minimum depth of origin of the main peak can be estimatedby the maximum depth I
Iof melting. This geometry implies that satellite peaks originate offthe axis of melting. I

toward the center of the crater during centripetal collapse of the transient cavity (Fig. 26).
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Table 4. Morphometric parameters for the lunar
craters used in estimating stmtigraphic upliR. Most
ofthevaluesfor19,and dp were takenfrom (Hale

and Grieve,1982). Values forDtc and u, were
determinedasdescribedinthetext.

Crater

_Dawes

Pierce

!Picard

Delisle

Madler

Lambert

Kant

rimocMris

Plinius

Shirakatsi

Brunner

Langrenus

D,(kin) I_ (kin) dp(kin) u,(kin)

17.0 17.0 1.4 1.0

18.5 18.5 I.I 1.6

23.2 22.5 1.4 2.2

25.0 23.9 1.3 2.6

27.5 26.0 1.6 2.7

30.0 28.0 1.3 3.4

31.0 28.7 2.4 2.5

33.0 30.3 1.4 3.8

41.0 36.4 0.7 5.9

46.2 40.3 1.5 6.0

51.5 44.2 0.g 7.6

136 101 1.1 23.3

As was done in (Cintala and Grieve, 1994), the

points for the lunar craters arc plotted in Fig.27 along with

values estimated for a group of terrestrial craters for

comparison [Grieve, 1996 #496; Table 5]. Log-log least-

squares fits to the two data sets give

u, = 0.022D, L4s (12)

for the lunar case (r = 0.983) and

u, = 0.086D, _'°3 (13)

for the terrestrial data (r = 0.979). A t-test comparing the

slopes of these fits indicates that, at a confidence level

above 99.95%, these data are not from the same

population. Having noted the results of the statistical test,

too much should not be made of these differences. It can

be stated with some confidence that this disparity is not

due to post-excavation enlargement of the crater through

the modification mechanisms treated by (CroR, 1985),

because the difference in slope persists when the derived

transient-cavity diameter is used instead as the independent

variable (Fig. 28).

The terrestrial sample used in these comparisons

contains craters that have been eroded to varying degrees,

certainly more severely than the lunar group. The lunar

values were derived by calculating the minimum possible

depth of origin of the central peaks. Should some process

remove material from the peak subsequent to the melting

]Table 5. Data from (Grieve and Pilkingttm, 1996)
for terrestrial craters whose values of strafigraphic
uplift have been estimated. These values were taken
ifrom various sources in the published literature,
which accountsfor the variationsin significant

figures.

Crater Dr(kin)

Glasford 4
II'inets 4.5

Stei_eim 3.g

Flynn Creek 3.8
Tin Bider 6
Decaturville 6

Upheaval Dome l0
Wells Creek 12

Red Wing 9
Rogozinskaya 9
Marquez 12.7
SierraMadera 13

EagleButte I0
Steen River 25
La_ Hill 18

Haughton 24
Teague 30

Longancha 20
GossesBluff 22

Manson 35

Siljan 52
Kara 65

Charlevoix 54
Vredefort 300

D,:(Ion) u,(kin)

4.0 0.3
4.4 0.3
3.g 0.4
3.8 0.4
5.7 0.5
5.7 0.5

g.8 0.6
10.2 0.7
8.0 0.9
8.0 !.0
10.7 i.1
10.9 1.2
g.g 1.3
19.1 1.7
14.4 2.0
18.4 2.0
22.3 2.5
15.8 2.7
17.1 3.0
25.4 3.5
35.5 4.6
43.0 5.5

36.7 6.0

158 30
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Figure 27. Amount of stratigraphic uplift as a function of final crater

diameter calculated for lunar craters. Data points for terrestrial craters

represent values presented in (Grieve and Pilkingtort, 1996) and Table 5.

While the spatialagreement in thisplot is good, the data for the two i

planets come from statistically distinct populations, i

stage of the event -- such as slumping of

material from the summit and sides during

the rebound stage of centml-upliR

formation -- then the stratigraphic upliR

for the lunar craters could be even greater.

Such a process could also be size-

dependent, further complicating a detailed

comparison. As a result, the comparison

between the two planets is ambiguous, and

must await better data, a new method of

estimating the amount of stratigraphic

a means of reconstructingupliR, or

terrestrial craters with much greater accuracy than is currently available.

SUMMARY REMARKS

The process of differential scaling

is the result of melt production growing

faster than crater size as impact

magnitude increases. By combining a

model of impact-melt generation and

Maxwelrs z-model to approximate crater

growth and ejection geometries, a variety

of implications for the role of impact

melting in the nature of lunar craters can

be inferred.
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Figure 28. Amount ofstratigraphic upliR as a function of transient-cavity

diameter calculated for lunar craters. Data points for terrestrial craters

represent values presented in (Grieve and Pilkington, 1996) and Table 5.

Variations in the assumed impact velocity in the lunar calculations would

make no noticeable difference in this plot.

Lunar simple craters suffer limited effects from impact melting; indeed, the relative volumes of

melt are so small that the resulting deposits give only moderate indication of having been liquid. This is
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dueprimarilyto the chilling effects of clast incorporation into the thin melt lining of the transient cavity

during its growth. The depth of ejection for lunar simple craters appears to be consistently deeper than the

maximum depth of melting. The transition in morphology from simple to complex craters occurs in the

same diameter range at which the depth of melting overtakes that of ejection. Whether a causal relationship

exists between these two transitions is unknown, but it might be more than coincidental. Rebound in simple

craters is negligible, and thus no information regarding the extent of the zone of melting is preserved in

such structures.

Transitional lunar craters -- those between simple and complex structures -- begin to display

signs of impact melting that are easily observable in orbital photography. Pools, ponds, sheets, and flows

of impact melt occur in most fresh craters between about 15 and 30 km in diameter. Small central peaks

and the beginnings of terraced walls also make an appearance in these craters. The depth of melting

exceeds that of ejection in these impacts, and the relative volume of clastics incorporated into the impact

melt as a whole is less than in the case of the simple craters. The depth of origin of the main central peak

in such craters may reflect the depth of melting.

Complex lunar craters, which include those with well-developed wall terraces and central-peak

complexes, are greatly affected by impact melting. Not only is evidence for impact melt everywhere on the

interior and the immediate exterior environs of such craters, but impact melting plays a role in the

formation and interior morphology of the structures themselves. The volume of melt is sufficient to alter

the interior morphometry of the structure, and a major fraction of the clastic material incorporated into the

melt mass is digested by the superheated liquid. Extensive impact melting occurs at depths well below that

of ejection. Multiple central peaks probably originate in a zone surrounding the maximum depth of

melting, and thus can be used only to fix the minimum depth of melting; conversely, the maximum depth of

melting can be treated as the minimum possible depth of origin of central peaks in these craters. Impact

melting decreases the volume of the central peaks in these large structures relative to that expected from

simple extrapolation of the peak-volume vs. crater-size relationship that describes smaller craters. While

the total volume of rebounding material might be predicted by such an extrapolation, much of that volume

is molten in the case of the larger craters and thus cannot be part of the topographic expression of that
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rebound.The"ring of roughening"observedin verylargecentral-peakcratersis interpretedhere as the

signature of the lateral extent of the rebounded melt zone.

Peak-ring basins are a consequence of the differential scaling hypothesis, with the tings being

"mature" rings of roughening seen in the large central-peak craters. Melting in a peak-ring basin extends to

depths much greater than that of ejection, and to depths well below the depth of origin of the ring itself.

The proportion of clasts incorporated into such melt volumes is insignificant from a bulk-chemical point of

view, and clasts are not a major factor in controlling the viscosity and thermal history of melts in such

structures. Indeed, the volume of melt trapped within a peak-ring basin should be able to evolve into a

differentiated unit as it cools.

The limited nature of the models used in this study preclude the ability to examine the detailed

motions of the target during the formation of lunar craters and basins. While we believe that the relative

relationships as stated are realistic, they cannot be used as absolute guidelines. Barring extensive field

work at such structures, only much more detailed model calculations and remote-sensing information can

test the suggestions made here.
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